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Wizcon 7, Version 7.01 
Release Notes  

Introduction 

This document includes updated information for Wizcon 7 for Windows Version 

7.01. The information in this document contains late breaking changes and additions 

to Wizcon7.01. 

Operating Systems 

Wizcon 7.01 is designed for Windows NT and uses dedicated Windows NT features 

for improved performance and capacity. Windows NT inter-process communication, 

resource management and kernel structure fits the requirements of real-time, 

communication and control applications. 

PC Soft strongly recommends to install and use Wizcon 7.01 on Windows NT 

version 4.0 or higher. Since Windows 95 has a weaker resource handling mechanism, 

PC Soft does not recommend to use Wizcon 7.01 on Windows 95.   

What’s New 

Listed below are some of the new or improved features in Wizcon 7.01 for Windows.  

� New Wizcon terminology 

� Year 2000 compatibility 

� Wizcon Languages 

� Wizcon for Internet Enabling 

� New Macros 

� Multilanguage Additions 

� New VFI FAST mode 

� New If command in WizSQL 

� Image Enhancements  

� Studio Issues 

� Templates for Wizcon Applications 
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� Running Wizcon 7and Wizcon 5 on the same PC 

� Online Wizcon7 User's Guide  

� Miscellaneous 

� Closed SPRS 

New Wizcon Terminology 

We lined up our terminology to the industry standards. Starting with this version 

Wizcon uses a new terminology for common terms.  

Following is a list of the new terminology:: 

• Gate   Tag 

• Alert   Alarm 

• Viewport   Window 

• Annunciator  Events Summary 

• Analysis   History Viewer 

• Digital Display  Tag Value 

• Direct ( trigger)  Data Entry 

• Immediate ( trigger)  Action 

Please note that in this version API and structure names have not been changed and 

still use the old terminology, that is gate, alert, viewport, and so on. 

Internal Wizcon messages (ERRORS.DAT file) remain in this version without 

changes and the old Wizcon terminology is used. (gate, alert, viewport, etc.) 

The above terms apply to the English version. Other languages may or may not 

change their terminology. 

Year 2000 Compatibility 

Wizcon 7.01 is fully compatible with the year 2000. Note that the support is up to 

2036. This limitation is imposed by the development tools of Microsoft Visual C++. 

Wizcon will not load when the date of the PC is set above the year 2036. 

Wizcon Languages 

Wizcon in French and German are available with online help. The Wizcon 7 User's 

Guide will be available shortly in both French and German. 

Wizcon for Internet Enabling 

All Wizcon 7.01 models allow enabling Wizcon for Internet applications for two 

hours, for 5 concurrent Web users. You can install Wizcon 7.01 and Wizcon for  

Internet on the same computer and use the same plug to run Wizcon 7.01 or Wizcon 

for Internet applications.  Please note that you can only develop one application 

(Wizcon 7.01 or Wizcon for Internet) at same time. Once the development is 

completed you can activate Wizcon 7.01 and it will enable Web connections. 
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This configuration is especially useful for relatively small Web applications, which 

require combination of Wizcon 7.01 local application and support for the Internet 

connection on the same station. Wizcon Web-Enabler configuration is recommended 

application where 1) the local operator works with traditional Wizcon user interface 

and 2) remote operators or maintenance engineers needs to access the system from 

time to time via the Internet.  

New Macros 

The following new macros are available with this version: 

� PlaySound 

� PrintChart 

� User Login 

� Select Language 

 

PlaySound – Enables playing a .WAV file in asynchronous way. The only parameter 

needed for this macro is the sound files name ( .WAV ). Note that the combo box is 

not filled and the user must enter a full path for the requested file. 

PrintChart – Enables the printing of predefined Chart Windows. The parameter is a 

Chart Window name. The chart will be printed without being displayed on the 

screen. Note that only historical charts can be printed if they are not displayed. An 

error message will be issued ( error code 621 ) if attempting to print in-line chart 

using this macro and the chart is not loaded. 

User Logon – Allows the user to define a macro which will cause the login dialog 

box to open. 

Wizcon opens the dialog and applies the user's actions exactly the same way it does 

whenever the dialog is opened from Wizcon's Quick Access Bar. The common macro 

running conditions and restrictions are applied to the discussed macro. This macro 

does not have any parameter. 

Select language – Allows the user to select a language. The macro opens the same 

dialog that is opened from the Studio. This macro does not have any parameter. 

Multilanguage Additions 

The following additions were made to Wizcon's multilanguage support: 

� Image text tables 

� Refresh of studio lists 

� Macro for selecting language 

Note that while exporting any language to text a file, all strings are exported 

including any deleted one. This includes Tag descriptions for deleted Tags. This is 

the current behavior of the multilanguage support, later versions of Wizcon will 

support deleting strings. ( This closes W7SPR007  )  

The same behavior occurs with alarm text for deleted alarms and for simple text in 
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the image. To avoid exporting of the deleted strings for tag description and alarm 

text, it is possible to use compress definition. 

Image text table Support 

Image text tables have an extension of  .TBL. These files are in ASCII format and can 

be easily modified by the user. The support for languages is now achieved by using 

different files with extensions that represent the specific language. 

To support multilanguage: 

1) Copy the default text table file to a new file while adding the name of the new 

language as an additional extension. For example, if the text table name is 

COLOR then the file will be COLOR.TBL. To support the language GERMAN 

create a new file named COLOR.TBL.GERMAN, make sure the file is in the 

same folder as the original, do not delete the original. 

2) In this file translate the lines to German. 

3) Create support for German language in the usual way. 

4) Wizcon ( Image ) will use the file with the additional extension as the current 

selected language. 

5) If no file is found with the language extension, the default file is used. 

6) Make sure that you keep all versions of TBL files updated. If you edit one file, 

you must make the same modifications to all files for this text table. 

7) The multilanguage export and import functions do not apply to text tables. 

8) If you bring files from other application make sure that you bring also all the text 

table language files. 

For further information on Multilanguage refer to the Wizcon 7 User's Guide pages 

5-36- 5-41. 

New VFIFAST Mode 

The new version of VFI Fast addresses the following issues: 

Record of values with 'old' time stamps.  This enables the Backup to complete data 

to the Master. All values can be read, and displayed in Chart. To enable this option 

set the environmental parameter VFI5FST_MODE_TIMESTAMP= YES  ( add to 

the wiztune.dat file). This parameter should be set in the Master only. (It can also be 

set in the Backup, but from a performance point of view it is better to set it only in 

the Master).  Please note that using this option affects the performance of the VFI 

Fast.  The more scattered recording is done (more values written, not in order of 

time)  the more it affects the performance. 

Concurrent writing of history from two clients. This solves the crash problem 

when Master is up and Backup starts writing data to it. 

Please note that a gap in logging data exists between the time the Master is up, and 

the Backup starts updating it, until the Master logger starts working. This gap is 

between 20 sec to 2min depending on the overall load of the system. Updating from 

the Backup to Master may take a few minutes (if it logged a few Mb while it was 

active). This updating is done while the Master is already active and 

sampling/logging the current process. 
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For further information on VFI5FST (VFI FAST) please refer to Appendix D of the 

Wizcon 7 User's Guide. 

New If Command in WizSQL  

A new command, an IF Command was added to the WizSQL language. The IF 

command can be used anywhere in the program, as with all other standard 

commands, in one of the following ways: 

IF ( Expression ) 

 A Command 

IF ( Expression ) 

BEGIN 

 Command 1; 

 Command 2; 

 ... 

 Command n; 

END 

 

To any of the two IF formats an ELSE part can be added with a single command 

or with a list of commands between BEGIN and END. 

Examples: 

DESCRIPTION 'Example 1' 

IF ( @ANA01 > 200 ) 

 LOAD RECIPE "Recipe.001"; 

IF ( @ANA03 > 100 ) 

  @ANA02 = 30; 

DESCRIPTION 'Example 2' 

IF ( @ANA10 == 1 ) 

 @INDEX = 0; 

 WHILE ( @INDEX < 5 ) 

  @INDEX = @INDEX+1; 

IF ( @ANA05 == 100 ) 

BEGIN 

 SAVE RECIPE "Name.1" "Description"; 

 @ANA06 = 300; 

END 

ELSE 

 @ANA06 = 200; 
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 END 
 

Image Enhancements 

Wizcon Image has been enhanced in this version of Wizcon 7.01. Below please find 

a brief description of each topic. 

Even Spacing of Image Objects 

The Align tool has two new options: Even space horizontally and even space 

vertically. The two options work by selecting three or more objects. The two 

peripheral objects are used as reference and other objects are moved so that the 

spacing between any two objects is even. Note that if the total size of the objects is 

larger than the space between the two reference objects then no action is taken. 

Align Objects and Undo 

Please note that the Align feature does not support the Undo feature and vice versa, 

the Undo feature does not support the Align options. 

The Image Undo is implemented only for drawing operations and not for alarm or 

dynamic definitions. 

Deselect Object in Image 

When pressing the shift key, while clicking the left mouse button of a previously 

selected object, the object will be deselected. 

Remove Trigger Option 

The Remove Trigger option is not found in the Pop up menu, but it is still possible to 

perform this option from the Main menu � Edit�Operations. 

Please note that if you cannot do some operation from the popup menus, it is 

advisable to always look at the main menus also, and you should be able to perform 

the options from there. 

Image Alarm Object Improvement 

The Image Alarm Object now supports Alarm family prefix. You can type * after the 

family name to get that object to react on any family starting with that prefix. For 

example, using FLOOR* will react on FLOOR_1 and FLOOR_2. If * is not used 

then the previous behavior is maintained, that is only the exact family name is 

matched. 

Standard Graphics Files (JPG and BMP) Support 

JPG files and BMP files can be inserted to the image. JPGs and BMP files can be 

used as a background for other dynamic objects and can also be animated using the 

dynamic definition. 

The JPG files and the BMP files are stored externally from the image file. It is 

recommended that those files will be in the same directory as the image file, so when 

the application is copied to other computer those files will be transferred also. The 

user is prompted to copy the file to the image directory when inserting a graphic file 

in a directory that is not under the application directory. 

In case a BMP file is inserted to the image it is also converted to a JPG file when the 

image is saved.  
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Standard graphics files are not supported in the image ASCII (ILS) format save/load 

operation. 

Wizcon support for Windows metafiles and BMP files inserted to the image from the 

clipboard remains the same. 

Image Files 

To attach one Image file to another you must first give the image a name by selecting 

save. When you do a save as the attach link is broken and a new file is created. 

In both Wizcon 7 and 7.01, the default path for Image files (.IMG) is the same as for 

the Image Window Definition files (.VIM). Therefore, it is highly recommended to 

assign the same path to both Images and Window Definition files in the Set Default 

Paths dialog located in Design�Options �Paths. 

In addition, to enable LoadImage macro and API to operate properly with Wizcon 5 

applications, all .IMG files from the "Images" directory should be copied to the 

"Window Definitions" directory. 

Studio Issues 

The Wizcon Studio has been enhanced in this version of Wizcon. Below please find a 

brief description of the topics.  

Window Attributes 

A new feature, Always on Top has been added to this version of Wizcon.  

A new Image, Chart, Event Summary and Data Viewer window property has been 

added to this version of Wizcon –Always on Top. The topmost window maintains its 

topmost position, overlaps all the other windows even if it is not the active or 

foreground window. For example, when you open a Chart window within an open 

Image, and you begin to work within the Image, the Chart window with the Always 

on Top option checked (����) does not disappear to the background, it stays on top, so 

you can view it. Please note that topmost windows may cover each other. 

 There are two ways of selecting this option: 

1. From the Container List right-click Image or Chart, etc. �Properties �View 

�Advanced � Window Attributes 

Please note that when using this path, the Always on Top property affects only new 

windows. It does not affect already open or existing windows from the Studio List. 

Or set the windows attribute as follows: 

2. Right-click on a highlighted container list item, select properties and the 

Windows Attributes dialog opens. 

When you check mark(����) the Always on Top option in the Window Attributes 

dialog, the window you checkmark becomes the topmost window.  

It is strongly advised not to edit any Window that has the style Always on Top. Some 

dialogs and message boxes will not be seen if the Window is located on top of them. 

This can lead to a feeling that Wizcon is stuck, while actually it is waiting for user 

input in the dialog. It is recommended that the Always on Top style should be added 

at the final stage of application development. 
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Another consideration for application development is the Alarm pop-up. Since the 

Alarm pop-up has the same style as Always on Top, it is possible that a window with 

the same style will cover the alarm pop-up. 

Maximum Number of Open Windows 

The maximum number of simultaneously open windows in Wizcon 7.01 has been 

increased from 20 to 50. 

The total limit of open Windows is also affected by the maximum number of WizPro 

clients, which are 32. About 10 clients are used by Wizcon and each Event summary, 

Chart or History viewer needs one ( Image uses only 1 client for all Images ). 

Therefore, while the total number of Windows is 50 it is not possible to open more 

then ~20 Windows of the above type simultaneously. Other add-ons that may run will 

take additional clients and lower the limit. 

Please note that system performance is bad when many windows are open at same 

time. Therefore powerful CPUs and a lot of memory is recommended (64M). 

Multiple Selection. 

The items list view support multiple selection now. The feature allows to remove 

group of items (gates, for example) with one action. 

Studio prompts the user before delete\remove operation will be started. 

The recipe and recipe model lists do not support the delete operation, so these lists 

provide the single selection. 

Studio Automatic Refresh 

Studio automatically refreshes the Report, Recipe Model and Recipe Lists, whenever 

the appropriate file is deleted, added or modified even if such action was performed 

outside of Studio (for example, recipe file was deleted manually from the Windows 

Explorer). The refresh may be delayed till user returns to work with Studio. 

When Wizcon is loading a default layout and the Studio is available the focus will be 

on Studio. When either Studio or Quick Access Bar are NOT visible, the focus will 

be on one of the Windows of the layout, this closes W7SPR018. 

Templates for Wizcon Applications 

This version of Wizcon 7.01 contains predefined application templates that help you 

to implement Wizcon applications and to use advanced features like multi-window 

environment and dynamic zoom. The templates provide you with a ready-to-use 

environment to fill-in your application graphics, alarms and charts into predefined 

configurations. Using the templates makes building the Wizcon application even 

easier than before. 

The Wizcon templates are located under CD Install � Templates. 

Running Wizcon 7 and Wizcon 5 on the Same PC 

While it is possible to have both Wizcon 5 and Wizcon 7 installed on the same PC, 

there are some limitations. 
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� Visual Basic add-ons may work only for the last installed version. This occurs 

because the OCX control is placed in the System folder and can not exist for both 

versions 

� When Running add-ons special care must be taken to ensure that the correct 

WizPro is used. The best strategy is to remove any version BIN folder from the 

path, place the add-on directly in the BIN folder on the correct version and run it 

from there. 

� If uninstalling one of the versions you must reinstall the other one also. This is 

done so that the system registry must be updated. 

This closes W7SPR004 and W7SPR005. 

Wizcon 7 Online User's Guide 

Wizcon Version 7.01 now includes the Wizcon 7 User's Guide Online. The manual is 

located under CD Install � Wizcon Manual. 

A free Adobe(R) Acrobat(R) Reader for Microsoft Windows 95 and Windows NT is 

included on the CD allowing you to view, navigate, and print the manual in the 

Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) files across all major computing platforms. 

Miscellaneous  

WizSQL is Free 

Beginning with Wizcon version 7.01, WizSQL ODBC support, is part of any Wizcon 

model free of additional cost. There is no longer need to order a special code ODBC 

connection. 

The tuning Parameter WIZSQL_ODBC_CODE is therefore obsolete. 

WizPLC Support 

If WizPLC is installed in the same PC as the Wizcon Studio, two additional icons 

appear in the control panel to activate the Editor (WizPLC Development) and 

WizPLC Runtime. 

  

 WizPLC Runtime

WizPLC Development

 

Recipes  

Please note that if the default paths for recipes and application are changed the user 

needs to restart Wizcon in order to make sure correct behavior of Wizcon Studio. In 

addition recipes that were saved in one path may not be available after such change. 

Wizcon Language Restart 

When the user changes the definition of Wizcon language, presses Save in the dialog 

box, and Wizcon language is already running, the user will be asked if he wishes to 

restart Wizcon language. If he selects Yes, Wizcon language will be run again 

replacing the old script with the just now saved one. 
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Report 

To enable control characters as form feed in report forms, you can use the ~DD, 

where DD is the printer control code. For example, use ~12 to form feed (Ctrl 12). 

Some common ASCII codes are: 

� 12  Form feed 

� 15  Compressed mode (132 characters per line) 

� 18  Normal mode (80 characters per line) 

This feature closes WNSPR 072. 

Wizcon Toolkit 

� Supports Visual Basic 5 ( new WIZDEF.BAS ) 

� Add-ons in Visual Basic supports the APIs VfiRead and 

VfiWrite 

� Add-ons in Visual Basic for Wizcon 7 support APIs with Wiz 

prefix instead of Wiz5 prefix. 

Fun Stuff 

In this version of Wizcon a folder containing pictures and movies has been included 

under Fun Stuff.  Path CD-install �Fun Stuff � Movies. The movie file contains 

various movies such as the Wizconeer, Doom, Clock and various others. 

MFC42.DLL File 

The file MFC42.DLL (Microsoft origin) is updated and it is located in the Wizcon 

BIN folder. The file or older version of the file may already exist in y our system 

folder, so care must be taken if running other programs that use this file. 

Installation Issues 

• You can now create a set of floppy disks for installations. There is also an icon to 

run Samples and the Getting Started. 

• You can operate the Getting Started and the different Wizcon samples through 

the Start button �Program Files �Wizcon 7  �Getting Started.  

• The Start menu of Wizcon runs Wizcon.exe and not a WZ7 project. The user 

must create a short cut to the project file (WZ7) he saved. 

NewWizApp 
NewWizApp directory contains the files that will be automatically copied to the 

location of the "New Wizcon Application.WZ7" in response to New menu selection 

from the Windows NT/95 explorer. 

The files are copied only in case there are no similar files on the target location. 

Wizcon Setup installs two files in this directory: Users.DAT and WizTune.DAT. 

Users.DAT defines the user named "USER" with password "PASSWORD". 

WizTune.DAT specifies this user as default one.(This closes W7SP ??? ) 

Note that Internet Explorer 4 Active Desktop doesn't support this feature. 

New HINSTALL  

A new HINSTALL program and a new plug is now used to solve problems that 

occurred with some HP printers. 

Macros 
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In Wizcon 7 the user does not have to keep the Windows Definition files in the 

directory that Wizcon suggests for this purpose (usually .\VP\ subdirectory of the 

application path). The Windows Definitions can be placed in any directory on his 

local and even network drives. 

Accordingly, when user defines a macro which requests a file name as parameter, for 

example, LoadWindow, he can type the full path to the Windows Definition file (up 

to 256 characters long) directly to the correspondent control in the Action Parameters 

dialog. 

Path: Design � Macro Definition �Action �Parameters 

 

Note on macros 

In some Macros parameters (as LoadWindow) the windows selection is in shortcut 

( file extension) 

ANN - Event Summery 

ANL – History Viewer  

IMG – Image 

CHR – Chart 
 

Closed SPRS 

The following W7SPRs are closed with this version: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, 29, 33, 

37, 42, 43, 48, 51, and 52. 

The following WNSPRs are closed with this version: 

063, 064, 072, 076, 082, 087, 094, 096, 097, 109, 113, 123, 126, 129, 133, 134, 138, 

144, 147, 150, 159, 160, and165. 

The following WSPRs are closed with this version: 

713, 716. 
 
 


